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1. Introduction 
In [1] a number of recursive algorithms for the matrix Pad6 table are given. These algorithms compute 
rows, sawteeth, diagonal and staircases in the table• In this report we give formulas to make arbitrary steps 
in the table• 
We start by introducing some notation: 
Notation. I k = (~u) is the k x k unit matrix and Jk = (~k-i, j) the k x k anti-unit matrix• By A ® B we 
denote the Kronecker product: A ® B = (auB). e k, k = 0, 1 . . . .  are unit column vectors of appropriate 
dimensions• We shall also need cutting operators: J = [ I ,  I 0] ® Ip and 1 = [0 11,] ® Ip. Each block will be 
supposed to have size p × p. A superscript t is used to indicate the block transpose• If (t  k }~_~ is a sequence 
of p x p matrices, then we define 
/o ... t .  
T. = 
t. ... t o 
It; +1 ~ T. = " and 
n+ 1 " " " tl 
and for a similar sequence (h ,  }~_~ we have 










and T H. = 
i]-t_ a ... t-.-1 
tT .= 
I i n_  1 • .• t _  1 
h_l  
h.-1 
• .. - h.-1 ] 
• • • h2n 2 
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2. Matrix Pad6 approximants 
The notion of matrix Pad6 approximant has been given e.g. in [1]. We don't  repeat everything here but 
only recall that the right denominator Qlm/"J(x) of the (m, n)-approximant satisfies 
or T [i/jl = , 
T[m+l/nle[m/nl=en®rlom/n], +j ... ~ J (2) 
with fk coefficients of the given formal power series E~fk z k. Negatively indexed fk are supposed to be zero. 
Q[m/n]= [q[m/n] . . . . .  q[om/n]] t is the block vector with the  coefficients of Qtm/"l(z)  in the order of 
descending powers of z. 
(1) and (2) have to be completed with a normalizing condition for Qtm/"l(z). We choose it to be 
qto"/"] = I. 
In [1] recursive algorithms are given which use e.g. relations between the denominator vectors QI,,,/,,-II, 
Qt,,,/,,l and Qt,,,/,,+11. They are the solutions of 
To_ lQ ,_a=e~_q®r,_ l ,  T~Q,=e~®r,  and Tn+lQ~+l=e~+l®r~+l 
respectively with 
r k=rto m/kl, T k=T Im/kl and Qk=Qlm/k l  
for k = n - 1, n, n + 1. These denominators are related to three successive Pad6 approximants on a row of 
the Pad6 table. Therefore we can represent he relation as × ~ × ~ O. The crosses represent known 
quantities on the row and the circle is the quantity computed from it on the same row. A similar recursion 
exists for three successive lements on a diagonal of the Pad6 table. This relation is connected with the 




In this report we shall give formulas for other steps that we can imagine in a Pad6 table, like 
X x -~O X X 
t "~ , t , "~ , $ ,  etc. 
X 0 X X -~O O*-X  
We have to remark that all these recursions can only work if we assume a certain normality condition 
for the Pad6 table, so that all the matrices we need to invert are nonsingular. In what follows we shall 
suppose that this condition is satisfied wherever needed. 
3. How to use the formulas 
For each possible step, we shall give the Hankel and Toeplitz formulations. The proofs are left behind 
n n I since they do not differ essentially from those given in [1]. The elements of Q~ are [q0 . . . . .  q, ] , those of P, 
n t l  | n are [P0 . . . . .  p, ] ,  etc. The elements of a Toeplitz matrix are denoted by tk: e.g. T, = (ti_j) 0 and those of a 
Hankel matrix by hk: H, = (hi+j) ~. 
Following the ' !' sign will be given the systems of which the solution is known. After the question mark 
'? '  we give the system to be solved. The indexing of h k or  t k will always refer to the latter system. E.g. if we 
have 
?T,+1Q,+I =en+l  ~rn+ 1 , 
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then 
T .+ I ( , .+  i = ti_j) i , j=O, etc. 
The index n of T. or H.  will always refer to the dimension of the matrix. The capitals T and S are reserved 
for Toepl itz matrices and H and K for Hankel  matrices. For  the solutions of the systems we reserve Q and 
P, and for the nonzero r ight-hand side blocks, r, s, v, w. 
There is a certain redundancy in the formulas. Indeed, if we know a recursion for Qk, being the solution 
of TkQ k = e k ® r k, then we immediately know the recursion for the solution of a number of other problems: 
Indeed, suppose we have as for F I :  
(a) !T . _ IQ ._  , = e . _ ,  ® r . _ , ,  
T .Q .  = e.  ® r. with normal izat ion q~ = 1, 




r.+ 1 = r . _ ]a .+ 1 + r .b .+ l ,  
t -1  i - - a.+ l=-s ;~_ ,s . ,  b._ ,=-s ;a (s ;+s ._ la .+a)  =-s .  ( s . s . l+s ' _ l s .~ l )s  . 
] . - k  = tk-1 . . .  t2k - " - I  Q. -k ,  k = 0, 1. 
Sn-  k I t  k . . .  12k_ n 
= e k ® r k, then [~( J  ® l ) ] [ ( J  ® I )Qk]  = e k ® r.~. Thus it is easily verified that if H k = Tk( J  ® I ) ,  
P . -k ,  k=0,1 ,  
If TkQ k 
then with Pk = ( J  ® I )Qk ,  we have: 
(b) !H ._1P ._  , = e ._  l ® r._a, 
/4. P. = e. ® r. with p0 k = I ,  
?H.+IP .+ l = e.+ 1 ® r .+l ,  
where 
r.+ 1 = r . _aa .+ a + r.b.+ 1 
with a .+ 1 and b.+ 1 as before and where 
s . -k  I kh2k+l . . .  h .+k+l  
i.e. replace t~ by hi+ . +l and arrange in opposite order. With the 1' operat ion we define T k = t Tk so that we 
have for the same Qk that 
(a')  !T . _ ,Q ._  1 = e o ® s . _ ,  
T .Q .  = e o ® s.  withq~=I ,  
?T.+1Q.+ 1= e o ® s.+ x- 
Because the Qk vectors are the same, they obey the same recursion as given in (a) but  the indices of 
304 
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with 1; i.e. 
"'" t2k -n  ]O. -k ,  
1 " • • t2k -n+ 1 
k=0,1 .  
Similarly if we define H k = 1" Hk, then we have 
(b') !H._1P._ 1 =eo®s._  , , 
H.P.  = e o ® s. withpo k=I ,  
?H.+IP.+ 1 = e o ® s.+ 1 
with the same recursion as in (b) but with 
S~_,  = h2k+l  h~+k+2] P~ k=0,1  
Sn_k i_h2k+ 2 -k ,  " 
Now we can apply ( J®I )  from the left to the problems (b') and (a'), thus we obtain with 
Tk = ( J  ® I )H ,  and IT-Ik = ( J  ® I )T ,  cases (c) and (d). 
(c) !~._,P._, =e._ ,  +s._ , ,  
T .P .=e.®s.  withpok = I,  
?¢.+1P.+1 = e.+ 1 ® s.+l.  
We have again the same recursion as in (b) but with 
s,-k I_tn-zk-1 ... t-k-1 P~-k, k=O,  1 
i.e. replace h i by t ' ,+l- i .  
(d) ! /4. -1Q.-1 = e.-1 ® s ._ , ,  
f t .Q .=e.®s,  with q~ = I,  
?B .+ IQ.+I  =e .+ l  ® s.+l.  
The same recursion as in (a) with 
sk = hk ... h2k i 0k,  k=n- l ,n .  
i.e. replace ti by hn+l- i -  
Like we derived (a') and (b') from (a) and (b), we can derive (c') and (d') from (c) and (d). This gives 
with the notation Tk = 1' 7"k and/-Ik = 1' H~. 
(c') []/',-1P~-I = eo ® G- , ,  
7",Pn = eo ® r~ withpo k = I ,  
71" +IP.+I  = e o ® r.+l,  
with the same formula as in (b) with 
Sn-k J  L~n-2k . . .  
(d') !/~r._,Q._ a = e o ® rn_l, 
/ t .Q .  = e o ® r., with q~ = I ,  
?/~'.+IQ.+1 = e0 ® r.+l,  
J~l -k  ] 
t , P " - * '  k=O,  1. 
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with the same formula as in (a) with 
[' 11 sk =L~k+ t . . .  ~2k+t]Qk ,  k=n- l ,n .  
In  the tables that fol low we shall give the formulat ions  (a), (b), (c) and (d). (a'), (b'), (c') and  (d') are left 
to the reader since their fo rmulat ion  is very s imple to derive. 
The normal i za t ion  for (a) and (d) is always qk = 1, and  for (b) and  (c) q0 k = I. 
If another  normal i zat ion  for Q,+1 is desired, then we have to add an addi t ional  normal i zat ion  step. E.g., 
if in p rob lem (a) we had q0 k = I,  k = n - 1, n, n + 1, then it is easily seen that ([0]I01 ) 
Q. 
with A .+ 1 = (a .+ 1 + b .+t )  - t  and  a .+ 1 and b.+ 1 as before. Since the first coeff icient in the expression 
between brackets is (0 + Ia.+ t + Ib.+t). 
In  Fig. 1 a scheme is shown that classifies the possible steps. It gives the number  of the formulas to be 
used. E.g. to compute  the step 
0 
X "~, X ~ , 
use formula F4. 
F21 F17 F6 F4 
F14 x x F2 
F21 F17 F6 F4 
F22 F12 F8 
FI8 x F5 
FI8 × F5 
F22 F12 F8 
F13 F20 F10 
F16 × F7 F3 
F15 F19 x F9 
F23 Fl l  F1 
F15 F19 x F9 
F16 × F7 F3 
F13 F20 F10 
Fig. 1. 
F23 Fl l  F1 
Reference 
[I] A. Bultheel, Recursive algorithms for the matrix Pad6 table, Math. Comp. 35 (1980) 875-892. 
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